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INTRODUCTION

The Muslim Brotherhood (Al-Ikhwan al-Muslimun) has emerged over the past century as one of the world’s leading Islamist organizations. It is a Sunni, pan-Islamic organization based in Cairo, Egypt whose ultimate aim is the re-establishment of the global Islamic caliphate. The organization is not a religious sect. Rather, the Brotherhood is a sophisticated social and political organization seeking an all-encompassing role for Islam in the lives of its members and in the broader society based on their interpretation of Quran and the Sunna (tradition).

The movement has a violent ideology as expressed in its support for jihad (holy war) against non-believers and in its desire to implement the hudud (punishments) proscribed by sharia (Islamic law), but it has adopted a public policy of non-violence as part of its long-term gradualist strategy in order to achieve its goals.

Until recently, the Brotherhood’s motto published publically was: “Allah is our objective. The prophet is our exemplar. The Quran is our law. Jihad is our way. Dying in the way of Allah is our highest hope.” This motto is no longer displayed on official Ikhwan (Brotherhood) publications.

Officially, the Brotherhood renounced violence as a political strategy in 1971 as part of a deal with then Egyptian President Anwar Sadat who needed their support against the Nasserists. Since the Brotherhood’s founding in 1928 as an indigenous reaction to what they considered to be the degraded status of contemporary Islam, they have played an active part in several major wars and revolutions worldwide, from the Algerian War of Independence (1954–62) to Egypt’s Tahrir Square revolution (2011).

In these and other struggles they fought alongside broader coalitions but advanced their own separate goals of Islamic rule and supremacy. They have branches in approximately 80 countries worldwide and have been the leading source of inspiration behind other Islamist organizations including Al Qaeda and the Islamic State.
SECTION I
IDEOLOGY AND STRATEGY

“The Jews are behind materialism, animal sexuality, the destruction of the family and the dissolution of society.”

– Sayyid Qutb, Muslim Brotherhood Leader in his book, Our Battle against the Jews, 1951\textsuperscript{10}
GOALS AND STRATEGY OF THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD - OVERVIEW

Goals:
The stated goals of the Muslim Brotherhood are as follows:11

1. Inform the world about Islam and spread its teachings
2. Unify the world under the banner of Islam
3. Raise the standard of living and achieve social justice
4. Fight disease, poverty, ignorance and hunger
5. Liberate the Ummah (Islamic nation) from foreign rule
6. Establish a worldwide Islamic state (caliphate)
7. Build a new world civilization based on sharia and Islam.

Strategy
The ultimate goal of the Muslim Brotherhood is the establishment of a global caliphate (Islamic state), in which a caliph (monarch) rules in accordance with sharia (Islamic law). Although their operational goals change according to circumstances – i.e., the Brotherhood’s initial goal was to liberate Egypt from the British12 – nevertheless, they still stay focused on their ultimate aim, and all of their actions are undertaken in this context.13

They seek to realize their long-term goal initially by spreading the message of Islam (termed dawa meaning proselytizing) and recruiting people into the organization. Later, this goal can be achieved through violent means and jihad, if necessary.14

Slow and steady growth and a willingness to work within existing structural frameworks are hallmarks of Muslim Brotherhood strategy. Their teachings go into detail about the importance of establishing charitable organizations, educational establishments, sporting clubs and other such institutions for the twin purposes of spreading the message of Islam and facilitating social justice. Zakat (charity), in particular, is utilized for these purposes and is therefore a priority for the Brotherhood.

Islamic education is given a key role. Most of the curriculum is textual study eg. the Quran and the Hadiths – the recorded teachings deeds and sayings of Muhammed. Education is particularly focused on youth, which play an essential part in the Brotherhood’s overall strategy. Youth wings dedicated to the Brotherhood’s ideology can be rapidly deployed to the streets when the leadership deems it necessary to advance their interests.

Armed jihad remains an integral part of their overall Islamist ideology, although the group officially renounces violence and members of the Brotherhood have not hesitated to use it when they see fit. The founding bylaws explicitly state, “The Islamic nation must be fully prepared to fight the tyrants and the enemies of Allah as a prelude to establishing an Islamic state.”15
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THE BROTHERHOOD’S IDEOLOGY

The Muslim Brotherhood can be considered to have founded modern political Islam (also called Islamism). Although it views both communism and capitalism equally as Western impositions hostile to Islam, the Brotherhood has borrowed tactics extensively from both communist and fascist movements. The language and attitudes of contemporary Brotherhood thought bear many similarities to left-wing discourse. For example, the Brotherhood’s English website is couched in the language of struggle against oppression and contains similar fiery anti-imperialist and anti-racist rhetoric such as one might find in the pages of left-wing magazines, such as The Socialist Worker.

The Brotherhood has shown itself equally capable of appropriating right-wing forms as well, in particular discipline and imagery borrowed from European fascism, most obviously evidenced in their paramilitary wings.

The Brotherhood considers itself to be an Islamic revivalist movement that aims at rejuvenating staid and archaic forms of Islam, infusing them with fresh energy which will enable it to fulfill its ‘destiny’ of spreading throughout the world. Social justice and the elimination of poverty are also central tenets of the movement. Brotherhood ideologue Sayyid Qutb was influenced by communist ideas and viewed the Brotherhood as a revolutionary vanguard movement which would spearhead the revival of Islam.

Religious, the Brotherhood adheres to Sunni rather than Shiite Islam. Within the Sunni sect the Brotherhood’s ideology differs from both Wahabbist and Salafi Islam in several key ways -- in particular, in their willingness to work with other Muslim groups and their ability to temper ideology with pragmatism.

The Brotherhood sees no difference between religion and politics. For them, there is only Islam which they hold to be the only legitimate way of life and non-Islam. The ideal state according to the Brotherhood is a theocracy governed in accordance with sharia law.

The Brotherhood is opposed to secular Arab nationalism -- including both Baathism and Nasserism -- which it regards as jahilliya (an un-Islamic state of ignorance which is to be opposed and overthrown). However, they have been influenced by pan-Arabism.

Brotherhood ideologue Sayyid Qutb gave the term jahilliya its modern meaning and explained it in his seminal Islamist work, Milestones (see below).

Relevant Documents

1. Original By-Laws of the Muslim Brotherhood
2. Founding Charter of Hamas 1988
3. Text on the importance of jihad by Hassan al-Banna
4. Milestones by Sayyid Qutb, English translation
Brotherhood founder Hassan al-Banna was inspired by earlier Islamic thinkers including Jamal al-Afghani, Abul Ala Maududi, Muhammad Abduh and Rashid Ridah. These intellectuals laid the ideological groundwork for the concept of the modern Islamic state and are therefore known as Islamic revivalists. Al-Banna synthesized and developed these ideas into what became Muslim Brotherhood doctrine. He was also the originator of the idea that one should love death and crave a martyr's end. This ideology is best encapsulated in the oft-repeated slogan of Brotherhood affiliate Hamas, "We love death more than you love life."

Anti-Western Orientation

After Al-Banna established the organization, their first operational goal was to fight British colonialism in Egypt. But their anti-Western sentiments were not restricted merely to Britain and colonial powers; America was also regarded as “The Great Satan” and written about in very negative terms by various Brotherhood leaders. The Brotherhood website at the time of writing has a section on American news entitled, "The Great Satan."

Communism was also regarded as an un-Islamic imposition, although alliances with communists have been formed at different periods in order to combat Western forces in various Middle Eastern countries.

MILESTONES

*Milestones,* written in prison by leading Muslim Brotherhood intellectual Sayyid Qutb (published: 1964), is considered by many to be the founding text of modern political Islam and the jihadist movement. It inspired generations of Islamic extremists including Bin Laden’s mentor, Abdullah Yusuf Azzam, as well as the mastermind of 9/11, Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, and the Hamas terror organization.

Although the Brotherhood doesn’t publicly endorse the book, Hassan al-Hudaybi, the former Supreme Guide of the Brotherhood, ordered the book to be printed and recommended that it should be taught as part of the Brotherhood’s educational program. He is quoted on the Brotherhood’s Arabic website as saying, "With the blessing of Allah, this book strengthened the hope I had in him [Qutb]. May our Lord guard him. I read it, and I read it again. Sayyid Qutb is the hope that we want for Da’wah now, Inshallah."

*Milestones* details Qutb’s idea of the one true way of Islam, stressing the importance of violent struggle against the ’infidel’, the primacy of Islam and the glory of a martyr’s death. It describes
any non-sharia system of government as existing in a state of jahilliya (the pre-Islamic state of ignorance).  

As such, all non-sharia regimes, even those run by Muslims, are to be violently opposed. Yvonne Ridley, the famous British journalist who converted to Islam after her capture by the Taliban said that "the one book, apart from the Holy Quran, which has had the greatest impact on my life, is Milestones."  

IDEOLOGICAL ROOTS

Islamic Revivalism (also referred to as Islamic reformism or modernism)

The Muslim Brotherhood is part of a broader movement loosely termed Islamic revivalism. This movement came out of the late 19th century in response to several interrelated factors. The first of these was the relative military and economic weakness of Islamic states as compared to European, especially British, empires. The second factor was the increased secularization of society, which they held to be due to Western influences. Thinkers associated with Islamic revivalism preached a fresh interpretation of Islamic texts based on goals of pan-Islamic unity and the establishment of an Islamic state based on sharia law. Islamic revivalism is not, as many would have it, an old, traditional Islam, but a fundamentally modern movement influenced by modern developments. Related scholars and movements include the Young Turks (a movement in the 1870s) and the Wahhabis, a movement spread by 18th century theologian Mohammad ibn abd al-Wahhab.  

Salafism, the Brotherhood’s closest religious affiliation, is a branch of Islamic revivalism. The original Salafis were those from the first three generations of Muslims, and the term refers to their perceived original purity of faith. The Salafist movement of today, as such, is a return to the semi-mythical path of the original Salafis through a revitalized and rejuvenated Islamic observance and unity. Aspects of the movement reject later innovations in Islam as corruptions of the original faith. Modern Salafists, however, have no problem adopting and adapting Western science for their own purposes. Much of Salafi theology is derived from the writings of 13th century conservative Islamic jurist Ibn Taymiyyah.  

The growth of the modern Salafist movement must be understood in the context of a weak and corrupt Ottoman Empire yielding to European aggression over the course of the late 19th century. Eventually this weakness culminated in the dissolution of the caliphate in 1924 by Kemal Ataturk (a secularist who founded modern Turkey) following the breakup of the Ottoman Empire by the victorious Allied powers after World War I. In India and Egypt, British imperialism and the failure of indigenous revolts encouraged the development of a new ideology in order to deal psychologically with the humiliating situation of being subjugated.  

The early Islamic revivalists had a variety of views on violence and the West, and different doctrines developed over time. The thinkers below influenced the early thought of Brotherhood founder Hassan al-Banna and can be considered the forerunners of Muslim Brotherhood ideology, if not all modern Islamist, Salafist and jihadi ideology.
Jamal al-Afghani -- Early founder of Islamic revivalism and pan-Islamic unity (born 1838/9 – March 9, 1897)
Jamal al-Afghani claimed to be from Afghanistan, although evidence suggests he was from Iran. He traveled widely throughout the Middle East and spoke several languages fluently. He agitated against what he saw as Western imperialist influence and in favor of Islamic unity. He became a Freemason while in Cairo in 1868 and moved throughout the Ottoman Empire and Persia spreading his ideas. In 1884, while in Paris, he began publishing the Arabic newspaper Al-Urwah al-Wuthqa (The Indissoluble Link) with his disciple Muhammed Abduh. It advocated pan-Islamic unity and influenced later generations of political Islamists. Al-Afghani himself was more concerned with the political rather than the theological concepts of Islamism.49

Muhammed Abduh – Disciple of al-Afghani (1849- July 11, 1905)
An Egyptian Islamic jurist and reformer, Muhammed Abduh became best known for his relationship with Jamal al-Afghani and his role in founding Islamic revivalism. He published newspapers, articles and books advocating al-Afghani’s pan-Islamic and anti-British views. He was expelled from Egypt in 1882 for six years for supporting the revolt of Ahmad Orabi (which began in 1879) in his position as editor of Egypt’s state newspaper. He not only campaigned for Sunni/Shiite unity, but also for cooperation between Islam, Christianity and Judaism, as well as for acceptance of the Baha’i faith in Egypt. Abduh influenced Rashid Ridah (see below) and collaborated with him on the journal Al-Manar.50

Rashid Ridah – Salafi and proponent of Islamic revivalism (September 23, 1865 – August 22, 1935)
Rashid Ridah was very critical of the corruption of the contemporary Ottoman Empire and what he perceived as the stagnation of contemporary Islam. He critiqued blind devotion to the texts and encouraged study and interpretation of the original sources of Islam by individuals. In 1897, he came to Cairo to write the weekly journal Al-Manar (The Lighthouse) with Muhammed Abduh. He influenced Hassan al-Banna and other later Islamic thinkers.51

Abul Ala Maududi – Founder of Jamaat e-Islami and credited with the idea of the sharia Islamic state. (September 25, 1903-September 22, 1979)
A journalist from Hyderabad, India, he received an intensive education both in Islam and the sciences. With the breakup of British India, he founded Jamaat e-Islami, Pakistan’s – and later Bangladesh’s – Islamist political party which had carried out paramilitary operations in order to agitate for an Islamic state in Pakistan based only on the Quran and the Sunna.52 He argued that a Muslim state was not an Islamic state unless it was governed in this way. Maududi went on to influence Sayyid Qutb, and he and al-Banna read each other’s work.53 Jamaat e-Islami is currently listed as a terrorist organization by the U.S. State Department.54
MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD INTELLECTUALS AND THINKERS

The following three thinkers form the bedrock of Muslim Brotherhood thought. They were influenced and inspired by the earlier Islamic revival thinkers (see above) and also by their unique experiences and background. Although there have been other thinkers and streams of thought within the Brotherhood, these three remain the most influential.

Hassan al-Banna – Founder of the Muslim Brotherhood (October 14, 1906 - February 12, 1949)

A schoolteacher from a rural town near Cairo, Egypt, Hassan al-Banna moved to Cairo in 1923. His father was an imam, and he received a rigorous education in Islamic texts from a young age. Al-Banna was influenced by Hanbali puritanism and was a member of the al-Hassafiyya Sufi order. Al-Banna was also influenced by Rashid Ridah's journal Al-Manar. He became involved with the Islamic Society for Nobility of Islamic Morals and the Young Men’s Muslim Association. As he grew older, he became increasingly disillusioned and resentful of British rule, particularly its secularist influence on Egyptian society. He founded the Muslim Brotherhood in 1928 in the city of Ismailia with seven others. Al-Banna built up the organization at a grassroots level, focusing on education and social work centered around local mosques. The Brotherhood grew rapidly. It took part in the 1948 war against Israel and the uprising against the British in 1952. Al-Banna was assassinated in 1949 by Nasser’s regime for his alleged involvement in an assassination attempt on Nasser.55

Sayyid Qutb – Leading Muslim Brotherhood Ideologue (October 9, 1906 – August 29, 1966)56

Initially more secular and supportive of Nasser’s coup against the Egyptian monarchy, Qutb soon turned towards more extreme Islamist views. His writing was marked by an intense hatred of America, particularly American women, which he picked up during an early visit there. He was jailed in 1954 by the Egyptian authorities for involvement in an assassination attempt on President Nasser and wrote his most famous piece, Milestones -- a treatise on political Islam -- while in prison. He was released as part of a general amnesty in 1964 but re-arrested in 1965 and hanged along with other Brotherhood leaders in 1966 after being accused of a second attempt to assassinate Nasser.

Qutb’s works continue to be influential to this day. Historian Robert Irwin dubbed him, "The father of modern Islamist fundamentalism."57 58
Sheikh Yussuf al-Qaradawi – Egyptian Islamic theologian (September 9, 1926 - present)

Sheikh Yussuf al-Qaradawi’s TV show “Shariah and Life” on the Qatari Al-Jazeera network has an estimated audience of 40-60 million viewers worldwide. Qaradawi is the founder of the popular website IslamOnline. Considered to be the “Mufti of the Muslim Brotherhood,” he turned down political leadership of the organization twice, explaining that he sees his role as a leader of all Muslims. Qaradawi is ranked number 31 in *The Muslim 500*, the list of the world’s 500 most influential Muslims.

Qaradawi is strongly associated with the Muslim Brotherhood, by whom his theological rulings are overwhelmingly followed. Qaradawi led Friday prayers during the Egyptian revolution against President Mubarak’s rule. He is openly anti-Semitic and has praised terrorist attacks on Israeli civilians. In 2013 he boycotted the 10th annual Doha interfaith conference on the grounds that it included Jews.

Qaradawi has been associated with victim blaming in rape cases and has officially endorsed wife beating, although only “lightly” and “as a method of last resort.”

He tolerates, if not supports, the practice of female genital mutilation.

Perhaps his most famous and controversial legal decision in his capacity as a high-ranking Islamic judge was his support of the *fatwa* (which was officially issued by Ayatollah Khomeini) condemning Sir Salman Rushdie to death for his book, *The Satanic Verses*, saying, "Rushdie disgraced the honor of the Prophet and his family and defiled the values of Islam." A bounty of $500,000 was later put on Sir Salman’s head as a result of this *fatwa*.

“*If we want to establish a real Muslim society, we should not imagine that such an end can be achieved by a mere decision issued to that effect by a king or a president or a council of leaders or a parliament. Gradualism is the means through which such an end can be fulfilled. Gradualism here refers to preparing people ideologically, psychologically, morally, and socially to accept and adopt the application of the sharia in all aspects of life, and to finding lawful alternatives for the forbidden principles upon which many associations have been founded for so long.*”

- Sheikh Yusuf Qaradawi.
STRATEGIC DIFFERENCES WITH OTHER ISLAMIST GROUPS

The differences between the Brotherhood, The Islamic State, Al Qaeda and other jihadist movements are largely tactical rather than strategic or philosophical; meaning, they share the same aims but disagree about methodology. Hizb-ut-Tahrir\textsuperscript{71} and other such organizations have denounced the Muslim Brotherhood as not being Islamic enough.\textsuperscript{72}

They oppose the Brotherhood’s tactic of gradual change towards Islamic governance as making unnecessary concessions. Factions within the Muslim Brotherhood that have opposed gradualism have broken away, forming many of the more violent groups in Egypt.\textsuperscript{73}

This gradualist strategy also dictates most of the Brotherhood’s work outside the Middle East, such as the Brotherhood’s Media Centre\textsuperscript{74} based out of London which runs their English language website, and the various Muslim Brotherhood entities in America, most prominently the Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR) and the Islamic Society of North America (ISNA).

GRADUALISM – A CENTRAL MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD STRATEGY

The implementation of the Muslim Brotherhood’s strategy is conducted in adherence to “gradualism,” a strategy of building a global Islamic state slowly through a gradual series of steps.\textsuperscript{75} This strategy differs from that of the Salafists, whose strategy ranges from those who believe in the immediate implementation of the Islamic state (caliphate) to those who are entirely divorced from the political process.

The theological underpinnings of gradualism were outlined by the Brotherhood’s spiritual leader Sheikh Qaradawi.\textsuperscript{76}

\textit{Pictured right:} A screenshot from an interview with Qaradawi in 2012 calling for gradualism in applying sharia law in Egypt in which he said there should be “no chopping off hands for the first five years.”\textsuperscript{77}
A written version of a full plan to recreate the caliphate through a 12-stage gradual plan was discovered by Swiss authorities in a villa belonging to one of the main financiers of the Muslim Brotherhood. The plan, called “The Project,” was written in 1982. Similar plans have been discovered in America by the FBI, most notably the “1991 Explanatory Memorandum.” The 1991 memorandum was part of a collection of documents called the Elbarasse archives, and was submitted as evidence in the Holy Land Foundation terrorism financing trial, the largest terrorism financing trial in American history.

The document reads “The process of settlement is a ‘Civilization-Jihadist Process’ with all the word means. The Ikhwan [Muslim Brotherhood] must understand that their work in America is a kind of grand jihad in eliminating and destroying the Western civilization from within and ‘sabotaging’ its miserable house by their hands and the hands of the believers…”

Qaradawi himself also issued a strategic outline for the Muslim Brotherhood entitled “Priorities of The Islamic Movement in The Coming Phase.” In the introduction he called on Muslims to “…contribute to the revival of the neglected faridas [enjoined duties] of enforcing the Sharia [Islamic Law] sent down by Allah; unifying the Muslim nation around the Holy Quran; supporting Allah’s friends and fighting Allah’s foes; liberating Muslim territories from all aggression or non-Muslim control; reinstating the Islamic caliphate system to the leadership anew as required by Sharia, and renewing the obligation to spread the call of Islam…”

The various strategic documents which have come to light share the common goal of establishing sharia law worldwide through a series of stages. The core of the strategy is based on building a substantial population of ideological supporters who will carry out the necessary steps laid out in the plan.

Each document breaks down the stages differently. Following is an exposition of the common elements they share. These stages are also alluded to in statements by Muslim Brotherhood leaders such as Qaradawi.
The gradualism strategy exists in two simultaneous streams: (1) the gradual development of a personal and communitarian Islam, and (2) the gradual spread of Islam into the political sphere. The two are intertwined and broadly follow the following four stages:  

1. *Da’wa* (literally means the call to Islam) Part I - This first stage is characterized by education of Muslims. Here, the Muslim Brotherhood seeks to establish local study groups among Muslims, teaching them the tenets of Islam and presenting a positive and peaceful image of Islam, *sharia* and the Brotherhood organization. This first, non-violent stage focuses on both the individual and the family. Mosque and community building take place in this stage.

2. *Da’wa* Part II – active proselytizing through peaceful means of non-Muslims. This stage is aimed at converting wider sections of society. During this stage, the Brotherhood supplies literature, puts on conferences and spreads Islam through the host community. At this stage *Taqqiya* can be used, an Islamist doctrine that allows Brotherhood members to use misrepresentation as a tactic if they deem it necessary in order to achieve their goals.  

3. *Jihad* – violent, if necessary, to spread Islam. *Jihad* only takes place once there are enough Muslims to wage it. This stage explicitly involves outward *jihad*, which is initially “defensive,” meaning it is used to liberate Muslim lands. This is in contrast to “inner jihad” which is a person’s internal struggle against negative characteristics. Later, the doctrine of *jihad* becomes “offensive” and is used to conquer the lands of the “infidel.” *Jihad* can be waged either against non-Muslims or against Muslim rulers who are deemed *takfir* (apostates) and thus unrepresentative of “true Islam.”

4. *Khalipha* -- the caliphate. This last stage is the re-establishment of an Islamic caliphate and the extension of its rule throughout the world. The caliphate is to be ruled by a caliph, a king who will rule in accordance with *sharia* law.

**IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GRADUALISM STRATEGY**

The Muslim Brotherhood organizes conferences, talks and community work in order to build trust and to establish and foster Islamic communities worldwide. Political action includes, but is not limited to: dissemination of propaganda, lobbying political figures, supporting sympathetic political candidates, sending speakers on lecture circuits, film creation, social work, charity and, at the most extreme level, armed *jihad*. The Brotherhood’s approach is sophisticated, complex and operates at on an international scale over a cross-section of institutional levels from personal connections to the halls of power.
As an example, the Muslim Brotherhood frequently uses the Western-based international legal system. In their London branch, they have recently (as of Jan 2, 2014) employed a team of internationally renowned British lawyers to start legal proceedings against the Egyptian government, potentially in the International Criminal Court, for the ousting of Mohammed Morsi, the former president of Egypt representing the Muslim Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice party.\textsuperscript{89}

In America Abdur Rahman Alamoudi, the founder of the Islamic Society of Boston (which one of the Boston bombers attended) and the founder and President of the American Muslim Council, has admitted to being a member of the Muslim Brotherhood.\textsuperscript{90} He was invited to meet with several sitting US Presidents, including Bill Clinton and George W. Bush and was regarded by many as a moderate Muslim leader. Since 2004 he has been serving a 24 year jail sentence after pleading guilty to terrorism charges.\textsuperscript{91}

### GRADUALISM IN AMERICA

"Islam isn’t in America to be equal to any other faith, but to become dominant. The Koran, the Muslim book of scripture, should be the highest authority in America, and Islam the only accepted religion on earth." – Omar Ahmad, founder of the Council of American-Islamic Relations (CAIR).\textsuperscript{92}

The Muslim Brotherhood’s strategy in America is not substantially different from that which it implements in other countries. Initially it aims to establish and support the Muslim community in America, providing them with outreach services and access to an Islamic education which conforms to its extremist ideology. In this way they hope to co-opt the mainstream Muslim community to serve their purposes. This is based around the same study group model that the Brotherhood found to be so successful in the Middle East (expounded upon later in this fact sheet).

However, given that in America, the Brotherhood is not operating within the context of a Muslim-majority society, it has modified its message to adapt to the surroundings.

They are not ideologically opposed to using democracy, the building of interfaith coalitions or the language of human and civil rights as a means to advance their cause. On the contrary, in keeping with the organization’s strategy of gradualism, the Brotherhood takes on the forms and practices of American organizations and democratic institutions in order to spread their message. As written in the Muslim Brotherhood’s 1991 Explanatory Memorandum: “We must say that we are in a country which understands no language other than the language of the organizations, and one which does not respect or give weight to any group without effective, functional and strong organizations."\textsuperscript{93}
To that end, the Brotherhood in America has set up a network of front (and allied) organizations to help fulfill their goal of spreading the message of political Islam as the antidote to what they perceive as a corrupt Western society. Moreover, by presenting themselves as the protectors of Muslim civil rights, the Brotherhood has been able to deflect much criticism of their organizations as well as political Islam itself by claiming that such criticism stems from discrimination against Muslims, what they term: “Islamophobia.”

Abdur Rahman Mohammed, a former Brotherhood operative, recorded being present at a Brotherhood meeting where the members decided to use the term "Islamophobia" as a political weapon. Mohammed said, "This loathsome term is nothing more than a thought-terminating cliché conceived in the bowels of Muslim think tanks for the purpose of beating down critics." 94

In 2012, the Associated Press removed the term Islamophobia from its official style guide." 95

The aforementioned 1991 Explanatory Memorandum, seized by the FBI and used as evidence in the Holy Land terror financing case, lists Muslim Brotherhood organizations and affiliated groups in America as “Our Organizations and those of our friends.” Other documents and court testimonials have linked these groups to the Brotherhood. 96 By tracking those organizations and splinter groups thereof, as well as other Islamic organizations founded by known Brotherhood members or sympathizers, it is possible to gain an outline of the groups in America whose values are broadly in line with those of the Brotherhood. 97

For a more extensive listing of Islamist organizations in America, many of which are associated with the Muslim Brotherhood, see the relevant section on Clarion Project’s website. 98

**Prominent American Muslim Brotherhood Entities** 99

- Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR)100
- Islamic Society of North America (ISNA)101
- International Institute of Islamic Thought102
- Muslims Students Association (MAS)103
- The Association of Muslim Social Scientists (AMSS)104
- Muslim American Society105
- North American Islamic Trust (NAIT)106
- Islamic American University107
WOMEN’S RIGHTS AND THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD

The Brotherhood has openly spoken out against the UN Declaration on Women’s Rights (an outline of an international condemnation of violence against women), saying that that it would lead to the disintegration of society. The Brotherhood openly deplores the position of women in liberal, Western democracies.

Its brand of sexism combines a concept of female inferiority with a fear and mistrust of women, especially vis-à-vis their sexuality. Consequently FGM, wife beating and marital rape are endorsed, although not encouraged, by the Muslim Brotherhood.

The Brotherhood objects to:
“Giving wives full rights to file legal complaints against husbands, accusing them of rape or sexual harassment, obliging competent authorities to deal husbands punishments similar to those prescribed for raping or sexually harassing a stranger.” -- Article 5 in a Brotherhood list of objections to the UN charter on Violence Against Women

The Brotherhood’s objection to the UN’s declaration also clearly states the group’s ongoing opinion that the husband is the final authority in all family matters, and that the wife must defer to him in everything, including financial matters, travel arrangements, sexual matters, place of abode, arrangements regarding the children and powers of divorce.

The Brotherhood in Malaysia has launched an Obedient Wives Club, which urges women to “be submissive and keep their spouses happy in the bedroom.” The club has branches across South East Asia.

Brotherhood spiritual leader Qaradawi has written a pamphlet on the Status of Women in Islam in which he says that a woman’s legal testimony is worth half of that of a man and that “a woman’s testimony does not count in major crimes” on the grounds that “there is very likely to be a kind of characteristic inattention on her part when it comes to handling these matters". He also rules on relationships between men and women.

In 2005 he issued a fatwa condoning female genital mutilation in which he said “whoever finds it serving the interest of his daughters should do it, and I personally support this under the current circumstances in the modern world.”
The Brotherhood maintains an active women’s division, known as the Muslim Sisterhood, which participates at an active level including on the front lines in the Egyptian revolution, in Hamas’ acts of terror and in the Syrian Civil War.  

Women can run for election in Muslim Brotherhood political parties, although not for high offices such as president. Anything which is believed will tear women away from what is seen as their essential roles as wives and mothers is not sanctioned.

Nevertheless, the Brotherhood couches their approach to women in the language of equality and rights for Western audiences, despite their manifestly misogynistic views.

**TERRORISM AND VIOLENCE**

The Muslim Brotherhood is ideologically a part of the stream of puritanical Islam known as Salafism, whose aim is to replicate the ‘purity’ of the original companions of Mohammed. Salafist-aligned groups are the perpetrators of most of the terrorism in the world today and the ideology is sometimes referred to as Salafist-Jihadism or Jihadi-Salafist.

Although the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood has officially renounced the use of violence, that is more of a temporary, tactical consideration rather than a long-term philosophical commitment.

The Brotherhood does not condemn violence outright; they merely criticize its use in what they regard as inappropriate situations. For example, Brotherhood founder al-Banna criticized the “Special Organization” (the original Brotherhood paramilitary group) for what he regarded as excessive use of force without sufficient Islamic knowledge.

In countries such as Syria, and in extreme situations, the Brotherhood runs full-blown paramilitary organizations complete with modern weaponry and a disciplined military hierarchy.

The Brotherhood has been the inspiration behind almost every Islamist group of note, including Al-Qaeda and Hamas. Hassan al-Banna and Sayyid Qutb both wrote extensively on the importance of jihad and on the concept that the greater jihad is not the internal jihad against the demons of the self, but rather the external jihad against the person and the lands of the kuffar, or non-believer. The doctrines of dar-al harb (the land at war) and dar-al-Islam (the land of Islam) feature in Brotherhood thought which refer respectively to the land of the “infidels” and the land of Muslims. This doctrine holds that the lands occupied by the “infidels” are at war with the lands of Islam until they are conquered, although it permits truces to be made when a lack of military might inhibits conquest.
These ideas were later modified by Brotherhood scholars in the West to introduce a third category *dar al-dawa* (land of proselytizing). Indeed, the real difference between the Brotherhood and more violent groups such as Al Qaeda or the Islamic State are tactical rather than ideological: the Brotherhood simply does not believe that violent *jihad* is a realistic approach to achieving their goals at this time. It is always possible that they will decide to re-embrace violent terrorism as a strategy.
"The Muslim Brotherhood can be seen as the ‘parent’ of contemporary Islamism, spawning numerous and ideologically disparate Islamist organizations in the Middle East, including Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq; Europe; and North America."  

Associate Professor Marion Boulby (of Lady Eaton College), an expert on Islamism.
MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD TIMELINE

1928 – Founding in Ismailia by Hassan al-Banna.¹³⁰

1933 – Muslim Sisterhood established in Ismailia.¹³¹

1935 – Muslim Brotherhood branch is established in what was then the British Mandate of Palestine.¹³²

1936 – Sheikh Izzat al-Din al-Qassam, a junior official for the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem is killed by the British, helping spark the Arab Revolt in Palestine. Hamas later named its rockets and armed wing (the Qassam Brigade) after him. Muslim Brotherhood members were very instrumental in the revolt. The Muslim Brotherhood paramilitary organization the Special Organization sent men to fight in the revolt.¹³³

1948 – Assassination of Egyptian Prime Minister Mahmud Fahmi al-Nuqrashi, widely suspected to have been carried out by a Muslim Brotherhood member.¹³⁴

1948-1950 – Muslim Brotherhood ideologue Sayyid Qutb visits America. He writes of his hatred for American culture, being particularly offended by what he perceived as a completely immoral society and open and vulgar sexuality of American women.¹³⁵

1949 – February 12, assassination of Hassan al-Banna. Conflict between government and Brotherhood afterwards. Thousands arrested, widespread riots breakout.¹³⁶

1952 – Egyptian revolution. Hizb-ut-Tahrir founded by Muslim Brotherhood member Taquidin Nabhani in Jerusalem.¹³⁷

1954 – Assassination attempt on General Gamel Abdel Nasser by a Muslim Brotherhood member.¹³⁸ Brotherhood suppressed and outlawed. Supreme Guide and eight others sentenced to death, but sentences commuted to life imprisonment.¹³⁹

1956 – Suez Crisis. Victory for President Nasser’s ideology of Arab nationalism.¹⁴⁰

1964 – Sayyid Qutb released from prison as part of a general amnesty.¹⁴¹

1965 – Nasser claims that there was a Brotherhood plot to kill him and overthrow the government. 27,000 arrested, hundreds sentenced and at least 26 tortured to death.¹⁴²

1966 – 1,000 Brotherhood members in Egypt are arrested, 365 tried. Sayyid Qutb is hanged, along with the other top leadership.¹⁴³
1971 – May, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat releases remaining Brotherhood members in prison, including Supreme Guide Hassan al-Hudaybi. Some Brotherhood leaders involved in drafting the constitution. Sharia law to be one of the guiding sources of legislation.\textsuperscript{144}

1974 – Brotherhood splinter group Islamic Liberation Organization stages unsuccessful coup d’état.\textsuperscript{145}

1976 – As part of a deal with Sadat, Brotherhood permitted to start publishing \textit{Al-Dawah}, a journal, though organization still officially illegal.\textsuperscript{146}

1981 – Sadat is assassinated by ex-Brotherhood members because of his peace treaty with Israel.\textsuperscript{147}

1982 – Uprising in Hamah by Syrian Muslim Brotherhood brutally crushed by President Hafez al-Assad, approximately 25,000 killed.\textsuperscript{148}

1984 – Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak recognizes Brotherhood as a religious organization but not a political one.\textsuperscript{149}

1985 – Hasan al-Turabi founds National Islamic Front, a Sudanese Muslim Brotherhood group.\textsuperscript{150}

1986 – Muslim Brotherhood affiliate Hamas founded in Hebron.\textsuperscript{151}

1990 – Brotherhood boycotts Egyptian elections along with an opposition coalition.\textsuperscript{152}

2000 – 17 Egyptian Brotherhood members win seats running as independents even though the group remains banned.\textsuperscript{153}

2005 – 88 seats for Brotherhood members in Egyptian general election.\textsuperscript{154}

2008 – Brotherhood boycotts local elections in Egypt.\textsuperscript{155}

2010 – Brotherhood boycotts elections after Mubarak dominates first round using repressive tactics.\textsuperscript{156}

2011 – January, Brotherhood endorses revolutionary movement against Mubarak and sends members to join, although under strict controls.\textsuperscript{157}

2011 – April, Egyptian Brotherhood political wing founds the Freedom and Justice Party.\textsuperscript{158}
2012 – January, Brotherhood wins 47% in the Egyptian legislature. Salafist Al-Nour party comes in second with 30%. The two groups form an Islamist alliance enabling them to appoint their members for the 100-member Constituent Assembly.159

2012 – April, Khairat al-Shater banned from running as an Egyptian presidential candidate due to his previous criminal conviction (for funding the Brotherhood under Mubarak when the organization was still illegal). Mohammed Morsi takes his place as the Brotherhood’s presidential candidate.160

2012 – May-June, Morsi wins Egyptian election against Ahmed Shafiq, Mubarak’s former Prime Minister.161

2012 – Morsi grants himself immunity from judicial review in sweeping power grab.162

2013 – July 3, Morsi overthrown in a coup by General Abdul Fattah al-Sisi after protests by approximately 15 million against Brotherhood rule.163

2013 - September 23, Egyptian government bans Brotherhood as a terrorist organization, its assets seized by the state.164

2014 – March, Saudi Arabia designates the Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist organization.165 UAE backs the decision.166

MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD AND THE NAZI REGIME

During World War II, the Muslim Brotherhood fostered close links with the Nazi party. Hitler was a well-known admirer of Islam, and the Brotherhood’s founder, Hassan al-Banna, shared Hitler’s anti-Semitism.167 168 The Muslim Brotherhood supported Hitler during the war, with members acting as spies and fighters against the British, carrying out bombing raids and assassinations.169 Haj-Amin al-Husseini, the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem and a member of the Muslim Brotherhood, formed a Muslim legion of Bosnian soldiers who fought on the German side.170 He also met with Hitler personally and initiated a plan to extend the Holocaust to the Middle East.

The Nazis provided the Brotherhood with a printing press which they used to disseminate Arabic translations of Hitler’s Mein Kampf and the notorious, anti-Semitic Protocols of the Elders of Zion.171
Husseini records in his memoirs, "Our fundamental reason for cooperating with Germany was a free hand to eradicate every last Jew from Palestine and the Arab World. I asked Hitler for an explicit undertaking to allow us to solve the Jewish problem in a manner befitting our national and racial aspirations and according to the scientific methods innovated by Germany in the handling of its Jews. The answer I got was: 'The Jews are yours.' "

The cult of death and martyrdom that al-Banna taught owes much to Nazi ideology. The movement also borrows from European fascism such as its style of parading and extreme militant youth groups.

Al-Banna, as well as other key Brotherhood members such as Sayyid Qutb and current Muslim Brotherhood spiritual leader Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi have expressed extremely anti-Semitic views. Qaradawi was filmed stating his desire that the next Holocaust against Jews be perpetrated by Muslims. Recently deposed Muslim Brotherhood President of Egypt Dr. Mohammad Morsi called Jews the "descendents of apes and pigs."

The Brotherhood has not made any statement rejecting anti-Semitism or apologizing for their past association with it.

**MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD RULE IN EGYPT: 2012-2013**

In 2011, the Arab Spring erupted in Egypt. A wave of popular discontent with President Hosni Mubarak’s authoritarian rule and the severe economic hardship suffered by millions of Egyptians manifested itself in widespread street protests demanding that the government step down.

In keeping with its policies of gradualism, the Brotherhood took a backseat in the initial protests against the regime, not protesting as a group or attempting a takeover immediately. After Mubarak resigned and elections were called, the Brotherhood leadership initially announced that they would not field a presidential candidate. However, once they realized that the liberal opposition was split between the pro and anti-Mubarak camps, they changed direction and eventually ran their candidate, Mohammed Morsi, who won (the first candidate they ran was disqualified by the judiciary). Once in government, they immediately began to consolidate their power and attack their enemies, while attempting to maintain the guise of gradualism to a Western audience.
On December 29, 2011, just before the post-Mubarak elections, Muslim Brotherhood Supreme Leader Muhammed Badie made the following statement. “The Muslim Brotherhood is close to achieving the ‘ultimate goal’ set by the group’s founder Hassan al-Banna in 1928, which is the establishment of a ‘just and reasonable regime.'” Badie said that this process begins with the creation of a sound government and ends with the establishment of a just Islamic caliphate. From June 2012 to June 2013, the Muslim Brotherhood was in power in Egypt. When Morsi won the presidential election with a slim 51.7% majority, they completely controlled the Egyptian political sphere, enabling the Brotherhood, for the first time since the group’s establishment, to begin to unveil their political platform in a tangible way. Initially, the international response was positive. The regime was publicly backed by the Obama administration and many other world powers. Morsi was even a runner-up for Time magazine’s ‘Man of the Year’ for 2012.

However, shortly after winning the election, the Brotherhood began to implement their policies overtly and moved to rapidly consolidate their power, eliminating others from the political sphere. They attempted to do this by placing Brotherhood members and sympathizers in top positions in the judiciary and military, while firing independents. Through an alliance with the Salafist ‘al-Nour’ party, they dominated the legislative assembly, enabling them to control the drafting process of the new Egyptian constitution.

During Morsi’s rule, he:

- Granted himself sweeping powers within his first 100 days in office, including the power to unilaterally amend the constitution. Morsi also claimed immunity from judicial review. The power grab was so extreme; he was accused of appointing himself "Egypt's new Pharoah." When

- Wrote a constitution which put sharia law as the basis of Egyptian law.

- Took steps to control the media. State-run papers had to toe the party line; Brotherhood figures were given exposure (as opposed to opposition members); Salah Abdul Maqsoud, a Brotherhood member, was given the key post of Information Minister, giving him power to control the media.

- Released known terrorists from prison.

- Backed the terrorist regime of Hamas in Gaza.

- Tried to control the army by firing top generals and replacing them with those he thought would be loyal to the Brotherhood.

- Appointed a sympathetic prosecutor general to attack his political enemies.

- Appointed Brotherhood loyalists to key positions wherever possible and without consensus.

- Appointed a member of the terrorist group Gamaa Islamiya as governor of Luxor province.
The Muslim Brotherhood’s short rule in Egypt revealed much about their goals and what they found important.

Within one year, the Brotherhood had alienated the Egyptian people and the military to the extent that over 15 million people took to the streets demanding their immediate removal from power. In the end, the army deposed Morsi and the Brotherhood. Morsi’s attempt to solidify his power and unroll the Brotherhood platform on a reluctant Egypt ultimately led to his overthrow.

Western supporters of the Brotherhood, in particular Brotherhood affiliates such as the Islamic Council of North America (ICNA) and the Muslim American Society (MAS) say that Morsi was the legitimately elected president and, therefore, deposing him was anti-democratic. Protestors against Morsi argued that he betrayed the revolution and was implementing anti-democratic policies. The army claimed that in deposing Morsi, they were acting in accordance with the will of the people. For his part, Morsi refused all attempts at reconciliation with adversaries even once protests against him had become widespread, and he refused to call new elections. During this wave of civil unrest, the Brotherhood’s headquarters were torched by an angry mob.

Since deposing Morsi, the army has banned the Muslim Brotherhood and seized its assets, although the Brotherhood and its lawyers plan to appeal the ruling. A new constitution has been drafted. Morsi supporters have continued protests against the interim government some of which have been violent in nature. On July 27, 2013 government forces moved to disperse a sit-in by Muslim Brotherhood supporters at the Raaba mosque. Accounts differ as to exactly what happened. The Brotherhood claims that the army deliberately massacred peaceful protestors while the army claims that the Brotherhood supporters had amassed arms at the mosque and opened fire on the security forces. In any event, scores of Brotherhood supporters were killed. Another sit-in was dispersed at the al-Nahda mosque in August.
Some commentators fear the brutality will lead to a resurgent Brotherhood as the police and government lose sympathy with the people.\textsuperscript{208} The four-fingered R4bia sign\textsuperscript{209} was adopted by Islamists worldwide as a symbol of solidarity with Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood after the confrontation at the Raaba mosque in Cairo. It is now used as an Islamist protest symbol and was even used by Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan, on several occasions including in response to the decision by Egypt’s interim government to expel Turkey’s ambassador.\textsuperscript{210}

The Muslim Brotherhood is now listed as a terrorist organization by the Egyptian government.\textsuperscript{211}
SECTION III

STRUCTURE & LEADERS

“…the United States and her allies should do all it can to support Egypt’s army and secular leaders, ensuring no future for the Muslim Brotherhood. An Egypt locked under sharia law and oppressing women, Christians or Jews would be a catastrophic setback for progress in the Middle East.” – US Senator Mark Kirk in a statement, February 2011
STRUCTURE OF THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD

There are three tiers of membership in the Muslim Brotherhood.

1. *Nasr* (Advocate): This level is the introductory level. Focus is on building loyalty and trust as well as on Islamic study.

2. *Munaffidh* (Active): To attain this level, a member needs to have committed to piety, obedience and *jihad*.

3. *Naqb* (Leader): Access to this level is limited to members who have proven themselves and achieved a high level of *tarbiah* (training). This level “stands for the person entitled to practice education and *tarbiah* (training), take pledge of allegiance, participate in taking decisions and know the Muslim Brotherhood secrets. Moreover, he has the right to lead.”

The middle classes make up the vast majority of the Brotherhood membership. Although there are some who are working class, members consist mainly of small business owners, newly urban arrivals, university students and professionals. All members pay a fee to their local branch.

The Muslim Brotherhood is run by the “chairman.” He is head of the Guidance Bureau and advised by the General Shura Council.

On a national level, the General Shura Council is the Brotherhood’s legislative body. There are 100 members, which elect the General Guidance Bureau and the chairman. The legislative body also provides advice and approves decisions.

The Guidance Bureau is the Muslim Brotherhood’s executive body, elected by the Shura Council. It has 18 members who must be at least 30 years old and of proven dedication. Executive officers are selected from the Bureau by the chairman. The Guidance Bureau institutes and implements policy.

On a local level, “brothers” are organized into “families” of five to ten people. They hold regular meetings led by a senior member for the purposes of bonding and studying together. Members must be nominated and approved, take an oath and pay a fee.

Branches are geographic regions comprised of up to 90 people. They elect 40 members to be on the branch shura council, which in turn elects seven to nine members for the branch administrative council. The administrative council sets policy, while the shura council runs activities and acts in an advisory and consultative capacity.

Three to four branches form a region, eight to 12 regions are also grouped. At each level, the combined shura councils elect the shura council for the next tier, which then elects an administrative council of nine to 11 members. This continues up to the national level of the General Shura Council.
Members are governed by strict rules. For example, the chairman may not run a business relating to the Muslim Brotherhood while in office to avoid allegations of corruption. He may select deputies from the Guidance Bureau.

THE CENTRAL MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD UNIT

Like all Islamist organizations, the Brotherhood maintains its goal of re-establishing the Islamic caliphate, uniting the world under the green banner of a resurgent Islam. But their day-to-day operations are far more mundane. Activities are based around small groups of between five and 10 people led by a Brotherhood member at a local mosque.

Brotherhood members were interviewed by AP in Gaza. “The neighborhood mosque is the traditional base, particularly in areas where Brothers cannot operate openly. There they coach football teams, organize day trips and tutor students for free, while scrutinizing potential recruits,” said a former Brotherhood recruitment chief. In Egypt they have set up hospitals, special clinics, pediatric ICUs, and provided social services and education. They have given scholarships to promising students, paid housing subsidies, grants for weddings and all sorts of other local support that the state is either unable or unwilling to provide. Their fundraising is done primarily through collecting zakat, the 2.5% of income each Muslim is obliged to give to charity. Locally they act as a social, religious and intellectual hub providing a variety of much needed services to an otherwise deprived populace.

"Sultan Qaboos shared that he placed a great deal of importance on education, and noted that a study of history provided the context needed to better understand present trends and events. Regarding claims that some rulers in the region wanted to keep their people uneducated in order to more easily control them, the Sultan explained that this strategy could easily backfire as it also left the populace more susceptible to influence by extremists, such as the Muslim Brotherhood. Former Egyptian president and pan-Arabist leader Gamal Abdal Nasser, the Sultan said, had ’set the region back’ by being ‘anti-everything’ and engaging in vitriolic rhetoric designed to keep the masses ignorant.”

-- Leaked US diplomatic cables about the sultan of Oman.

Islamic education, with an extremist interpretation, is a top priority of the Brotherhood, and local groups meet primarily to study Islamic texts, generally around once per week. They also pinpoint potential problems in the personal or political lives of their members and offer appropriate help according to each circumstance. Accordingly, the Brotherhood can arrange matches for marriage, provide emergency medical treatment and reassure a Muslim’s faith. This small textual study group serves to recruit new members, select and advance leadership and offer appropriate training. Initiative can be rapidly rewarded with new responsibilities given to members in order to advance them and give them appropriate experience.
These units also participate in Muslim outreach work, spreading the influence of the Brotherhood and their interpretation of Islam.

**AFFILIATES**

The Muslim Brotherhood’s localized, grassroots approach has been replicated in Brotherhood affiliates across the world, from Hamas to student associations in the United States. In the West Bank and Gaza, the Brotherhood gained many members by supporting the building of schools and running of charities. In the early 1980s, they opposed violence in order to focus on community building as the first stage in their gradualism strategy. Hamas was then founded in 1986. In other countries, the Brotherhood, free of centralized authority, choose their own country-specific strategy. For example, in Syria, the Brotherhood is fighting on the rebel side in the ongoing civil war. In Morocco, the Brotherhood has declared its support for King Mohammed VI.
MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD WORLDWIDE

- Algeria – Took part in the Algerian war of independence against France. Now exists as the Movement for the Society of Peace.\textsuperscript{225}

- Bahrain – Al-Eslah Society with political wing Al-Menbah Islamic Society.\textsuperscript{226} Won 4 out of 40 seats in 2006 election. Helped block ratification of International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.\textsuperscript{227}

- Egypt (Headquarters) – Deposed from government in populist uprising backed by the military. Leaders under arrest.

- Gaza Strip and the West Bank – Muslim Brotherhood affiliate Hamas controls the Gaza strip.\textsuperscript{228}

- Iraq – Iraqi Islamic Party. Now part of the Sunni Mutahidoun list which together gained 23 seats in the 2014 election. Yekgirtu, the Kurdistan Islamic Union has 4 seats, and has ties with the Brotherhood party.\textsuperscript{229} \textsuperscript{230} \textsuperscript{231} \textsuperscript{232}

- Jordan – Political representation as the Islamic Action Front. 5.5\% in the Jordanian Parliament.\textsuperscript{233}

- Kuwait – Hadas in parliament.\textsuperscript{234}

- Libya – Justice and Construction Party.\textsuperscript{235} Won 10\% in 2012 elections.\textsuperscript{236} In the 2014 elections party lists were forbidden but analysts say that around 30 seats were won by Islamists including the Brotherhood.\textsuperscript{237}

- Morocco – Justice and Development Party. Affiliated with the Brotherhood but has disavowed Egyptian Brotherhood in recent years and heavily supports the king.\textsuperscript{238}

- Qatar – Brotherhood exiles including Hamas leader Khaled Mashaal and spiritual leader Sheikh Yousuf al-Qaradawi have found a haven in Qatar and are supported in the state-owned media, Al-Jazeera. In March 2014 Saudi Arabia threatened to close its border with Qatar unless its support for the Muslim Brotherhood ends.\textsuperscript{239}

- Saudi Arabia – Listed as a terrorist organization.\textsuperscript{240}
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- Somalia – Exists as al-Islah, broadly non-violent. The Brotherhood has also inspired other Islamist movements that operate in Somalia. President Obama recognized and has considered arming al-Islah.241

- Sudan – Muslim Brotherhood closely affiliated with the government since the 1989 coup. An offshoot called the National Islamic Front also wields power. Links with terrorist groups and the genocide in Darfur.

- Syria – Currently fighting on the rebel side in the civil war.242

- Tunisia – Brotherhood-inspired Ennahda (Renaissance) party. Took 41% in 2011 elections.243 January, 2014, Ennhada president resigns after widespread protests, handing power to caretaker government according to political agreement.244

- UK – Brotherhood operates media center and its English website from London.245 Brotherhood affiliates took over the notoriously extremist Finsbury Park Mosque after the removal of radical preacher Abu Hamza. Relationships with numerous British Islamic organizations.246

- United Arab Emirates (UAE) – Brotherhood currently being repressed by the regime. Over 100 members awaiting trial.247

- USA – Debate concerning reach and role in USA, conducts interfaith and outreach work through the medium of front groups, some of which were implicated in Holy Land Foundation terrorism financing trial. Produced 'Explanatory Memorandum' laying out a strategy for “civilization-jihad.”248 249

- Yemen – Yemeni Congregations for Reform (Islah), opposition in parliament.250
WINGS OF THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD

Political Wing

In the different countries in which it is active, the Muslim Brotherhood operates a political movement. In Egypt, the Muslim Brotherhood is represented by the Freedom and Justice Party, and in other countries by other respective political parties. The Freedom and Justice Party was dissolved by the government in August 2014. Each political party is administered separately but carries out Brotherhood policy in the political sphere in the particular country.

Women’s Wing

Women comprise a large proportion of the Muslim Brotherhood membership and field candidates for the political wing, however, all senior positions in the movement are filled by men. Female Genital Mutilation is still advocated by the mainstream Brotherhood leadership. According to Open Democracy in the 2012 election campaign the Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice Party offered discount female circumcision as part of its community outreach program. Women are very active in the organization and, in Egypt, run a movement against the government called Women Against the Coup. The mother of Huma Abedin, an aide to democratic presidential hopeful Hillary Rodham Clinton, is reportedly an active member of the Egyptian Muslim Sisterhood.

Youth Wing

The Youth Wing runs education, social activities and training for the young. The Youth Wing played a large part in the 2011 Revolution.

Paramilitary Wing

Initially the Brotherhood had a paramilitary wing which fought against the British and the nascent state of Israel. Officially, the Brotherhood now rejects violence, but affiliates worldwide maintain active paramilitary units, most notably the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas.
Due to the unstable political situation in Egypt and moves being made against the Brotherhood at this time, the Brotherhood’s top leadership may change as individuals are arrested, executed or exiled.

The Brotherhood has a very clear leadership development track that trains and fosters up and coming leaders from an early age. Most of the current top leaders joined while they were still in high school and have worked their way up through the ranks.

This system leads to a highly experienced leadership who all adhere to the official ideology and strategy. Many of them have proven their loyalty to the organization with long stints in prison under Mubarak, Sadat and even Nasser. As in any large organization, the Brotherhood has seen its fair share of factionalism, however, due to the secretive nature of the Brotherhood – in particular pertaining to the highest levels of its leadership – little can be deduced on that score.

Divisions in the past have been between those who are more or less violent, with those more in favor of violence tending to splinter off and form their own groups, while those favoring a more gradualist approach have remained in the Brotherhood.

Nevertheless, the Brotherhood has proven over the past that the removal of their top leadership has little effect on the operations of the group. They always have replacements ready and have managed to maintain cohesion of purpose, which stops them from relying too heavily on any individual members, no matter how high ranking.

The Brotherhood also has a policy of making marriages between the families of their leadership in order to foster closer ties between members.

Many of the Brotherhood’s leadership are currently either in prison or on the run.
Contemporary Leaders

- **Mohammed Morsi** – Leader of the Egyptian Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice Party and former president of Egypt. Deposed by General Abdel Fattah al-Sisi after Morsi’s rule became widely hated, inciting a popular uprising. Currently sentenced to death on various charges including inciting the murder of protesters and "espionage and conspiring to commit terrorist acts in Egypt with the Palestinian movement Hamas, Lebanon’s Hezbollah and Iran’s Revolutionary Guards."[^261] [^262]

- **Mohammed Badie** - Supreme Guide of the Muslim Brotherhood, perceived as weak and malleable. It is thought that other senior members control the real decision making. He has been sentenced to death in June and life in prison in September, although the death sentence is subject to appeal.[^263]

- **Mahmoud Ezzat** – Former deputy Supreme Guide, took over as interim leader after the arrest of Badie by the military. He is married to the daughter of previous Supreme Guide Mahdi Akef.[^264]

- **Khairat al-Shater** – Viewed by many as the Brotherhood’s strategic advisor and chief financier, al-Shater was the original Brotherhood nominee for president of Egypt. He was disqualified, however, on an administrative technicality, having served time in prison under Mubarak for financing the Brotherhood, which was at the time illegal. He is currently standing trial.[^265]

- **Mahmoud Ghozlan** – Brotherhood spokesperson. Married to the sister of al-Shater. He is currently standing trial.[^266]

High Profile Muslim Brotherhood Terrorists:

- Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, mastermind of 9/11 – Kuwaiti Muslim Brotherhood member, joined at age 16, went on to join Al-Qaeda.[^267]

- Abdullah Azzam, Osama Bin Laden’s Mentor – Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood member, nicknamed the “Father of Global Jihad.” He has been described as a disciple of Sayyid Qutb. Persuaded Bin Laden to go to Afghanistan to fight the Soviets and co-founded Al-Qaeda with him.[^268][^269] Wrote a guide to global jihad.[^270]

- Ayman al-Zawahiri, joined the Brotherhood at age 14, current Al-Qaeda head.[^271]

- Anwar al-Awlaki who inspired the 2009 Fort Hood killings, among other attacks, was president of the Muslim Students Association, a Muslim Brotherhood affiliate, while at Colorado State University.[^272]
Papers on the Muslim Brotherhood by Leading Think Tanks

Scholarly research on the Muslim Brotherhood has been undertaken by a variety of different organizations due to the group’s influence and importance in world affairs. This research has contributed significantly to the information presented here and is listed below for further reference and the interest of the reader:

- Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood ([Council on Foreign Relations](#))
- Muslim Brotherhood and the U.S. Government ([The Gatestone Institute](#))
- Who's Who In the Muslim Brotherhood ([The Washington Institute For Near East Policy](#))
- Victory or Death: The Muslim Brotherhood in the Trenches ([The Hudson Institute](#))
- The Future of the Muslim Brotherhood ([The Carnegie Endowment For International Peace](#))
- The Muslim Brotherhood in Syria ([The Carnegie Endowment](#))

Film Documentaries on the Muslim Brotherhood

Various organizations and film companies have produced documentaries and films about the Muslim Brotherhood. A cross-section is presented below with the maximum variety of opinions. The views expressed in the documentaries referenced here are the views of the producers alone and do not reflect the views of the Clarion Project:

- BBC
- National Geographic
- Walid al-Kubaisi
- Frontline – A PBS Documentary

The following films have been produced by state-owned media outlets under regimes with no tradition of a free press and a clear history of supporting terrorism.

- Al Jazeera – Muslim Brotherhood under Mubarak (Qatar)
- Press TV – About the Future of Egypt (Iran)

Leading Books About the Muslim Brotherhood

- *The Society of Muslim Brothers* by Richard P. Mitchell
- *The Broken Crescent* by Fereydoun Hoveyda
- *Islamic Fundamentalism in Egyptian Politics* by Barry Rubin
- *Nazis, Islamists and the Making of the Modern Middle East* by Barry Rubin
- *The Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt: Democracy Redefined or Confined* by Mariz Tadros
- *The Muslim Brotherhood: Hasan al-Hudaybi and ideology* by Barbara Zollner
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- Islamic Fundamentalism in the West Bank and Gaza: The Muslim Brotherhood and Islamic Jihad by Ziyad Abu Amr
- Islamism and Islam by Bassam Tibi
- Raising a Jihadi Generation by John Guandolo
- The New Muslim Brotherhood in the West by Lorenzo Vidino
ENDNOTES

1 http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/399387/Muslim-Brotherhood
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